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Remembering Max Stuart Brian McCullough
President, Ottawa Centre

It is my sad task to announce the death of long-time member Max Stuart on 
Friday, January 7th. He was 67. A quiet-spoken and well-respected member of the 
Ottawa Centre of the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada, Max was perhaps best 
known for his handiness and helpfulness in assisting people with the mechanical 
challenges of their observing equipment. His presence will be sorely missed.

At a memorial service at the 
Canadian Martyrs Church in Ottawa on 
January 17th, the Rev. Lindsay Harrison 
(St. Catherine of Siena parish, Metcalfe, 
Ontario) offered gentle consolation and 
thoughtful guidance to the family and 
friends who came to remember Max and 
bid him farewell. During the mass, 
Max’s daughter Kathryn did the reading 
for her dad, while nephew Matthew 
LaCompte delivered this eulogy of his 
uncle:

We are gathered here to remember Max Stuart, a great friend to all of us 
and a loving husband to Edythe for 39 years and a loving father to 
Kathryn.

Max was bom in England during the Depression years and as a child 
lived through the bombings of London during World War II. Post-war 
Britain suffered hard times, as did Max’s family, and he never had an 
opportunity to go on to higher education. I am sure that all of us here at 
one time or another have wondered what type of magnificent devices or 
structures Max might have been allowed to construct if he had received 
the advantage of a university degree in science or engineering. However, 
as we all know, the lack of university education never hindered Max and 
throughout his life he 
crafted numerous 
items ranging from 
his own stereo system 
to a catamaran and a 
number of wonderful 
self-designed tele
scopes.

About 19 years ago I 
spent a year working 
with Max in reno-
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vations and we talked about a great many things. I recall asking Max 
how it was that he ended up in Canada. He told me that it really began 
when he boarded ship as a member of the British Army and sailed to 
Korea to fight in the war early in the 1950s. Max told me that the war 
was mostly a time of boredom mixed with occasional doses of adrenaline 
and fear. One strong memory was how cold it had been and how much 
he and the other soldiers looked forward to rations of rum and hot tea. 
Returning to England, Max left the army and with one of his soldier 
buddies got a job working on a small boat as a fisherman.

In around 1954 the owner of the six-boat fishing fleet sold the boats to a 
Canadian company and the fishermen, including Max, were given the 
opportunity to sail these small boats across the Atlantic Ocean to 
Canada, and would be allowed to stay in Canada if they did so. During 
that cross-Atlantic sail Max really enjoyed working the helm during the 
nightshift and in later years occasionally remarked how brilliant the 
stars in the night skies were over the dark ocean. Perhaps this is when 
his love of astronomy was bom.

Max worked a number of jobs in Canada and spent a lot of his time in 
Toronto, which is where he met his neighbour Edythe LaCompte, by 
coming to her apartment and asking to borrow a bottle opener. You 
would think a veteran of the British Army could find a way to open a 
wine bottle easily, but Max thought that borrowing the opener seemed a 
good way to meet this lovely person in his building. They began to see 
more of each other and Edythe was quite impressed the first time she 
saw Max’s collection of poetry and works of Shakespeare. This is an 
indication of the wide-ranging interests he always had in his life and 
how he was truly a self-taught man. Max knew a great deal about an 
endless number of topics and the conversations we have all had with 
him over the years were fascinating and fun, the latter often due to his 
dry, understated wit and wonderful sense of the absurd.

Max and Edythe married in the spring of 1960 and moved up to Ottawa 
shortly after. Allie and Oz, Edythe’s parents, as well as her brothers and 
sister, welcomed Max with open arms and the LaComptes quickly 
became family to him. Max and Edythe’s own family also expanded 
with the arrival of Kathryn in 1969, and strong bonds of love and 
friendship developed immediately between father and daughter.

It was also during the 1960s that Max and his good friend and brother- 
in-law Craig LaCompte designed and built a race car aptly called the 
“CraMax.” It was a beautiful, one-of-a-kind machine and the fellow who 
bought it won rookie-of-the-year honours in Formula C that year. 
Eventually, the car made its way back into the hands of Craig, who now 
takes it out to vintage racecar events. I remember the laugh Max had 
when Craig told him that some of the more pompous race car buffs
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would come up to him and say, “Hmmm, a CraMax, eh? Not many of 
these built, but I have a friend who has one.”
Max maintained his interest in machines, and up until the last few years 
would purchase a damaged motorcycle and repair it as one of his winter 
projects. Max would then ride the bike over the summer and sell it 
before finding another wreck to rebuild.
For the past decade, Max worked with a company here in Ottawa which 
sells industrial bearings to companies with heavy equipment. It did not 
take clients very long to realize that Max was gifted with machinery and 
had the ability to examine a particular machine and suggest refinements 
to improve its operation. Little wonder his sales increased every year, or 
that his boss asked him to give two years’ notice if he ever decided to 
retire! I know Max really enjoyed working for this company, although 
he would joke it had not been a good day unless he could finish the 
newspaper crossword puzzle before the day was over.

Beginning about 20 years ago, Max found a true vocation in astronomy. 
As a result, he has been a member of the Royal Astronomical Society of 
Canada for many years. I believe that most of us have had the chance to 
admire, and use, some of the telescopes which Max built over the years. 
The first telescope Max built from scratch won a prestigious award at an 
astronomical convention in the United States. True to his nature, Max 
not only built other telescopes, but also taught interested people how to 
design and build their own. Max loved getting together with other 
Society members on clear nights for stargazing. They would bring 
sleeping bags (and the occasional bottle of spirits) to keep themselves 
warm when studying the heavens. While Max did not practice a 
religion, astronomy and his reading seem to have convinced him that 
there is a higher power. He argued that the world, and the universe, 
were just too perfect to be random chance and that there had to be a 
guiding hand.

Max took two weeks off this past Christmas and spent most of his time 
puttering around at home, designing refinements to his telescopes and 
preparing to make a mantle clock. He also enjoyed a great Christmas 
with family and friends, and a wonderful New Year with all of his in
laws up at Craig and Eileen’s in Lanark. Max told Edythe that this was 
one of the best holidays ever.

I hope we can take some comfort in remembering how much he loved 
everyone here and how much he meant to all of us.

Matthew LaCompte
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Tributes to Max Stuart received by the Ottawa Centre:

Max has been a significant contributor over the last 20 years. He was 
especially noted for his telescope-building and instrument-making 
skills. Max helped many people with his mechanical knowledge and 
abilities, and was always ready to lend a hand. It was Max who built 
and designed the benches at F.L.O. Max was also quite involved with 
the Comet Halley public relations campaign of 1985-86. Max held the 
position of Councillor and Vice-chairman of the Observers Group in 
1989. Max also held other Observers Group positions over the years.

Best regards,
Frank P. Roy

Max was a good friend. He made my first “real” telescope which I still 
use as my primary scope. What struck me most about Max was his 
quiet precision. We will all miss him.

Regards,
Ajai Sehgal

I am sorry to learn of the passing of Max Stuart.... It is sad to lose a 
member of our observing family.

Sincerely,
David Levy

Clear skies, Max.
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A Home-Built CCD Camera Rock Mallin 
Instrumentation

Having experience with conventional CCD cameras 
such as those manufactured by SBIG and Meade, among 
others, I can say that the prices of CCD video cameras 
are well above the average amateur astronomer’s budget.
As well, the difficulties that are involved with CCD 
imaging can be frustrating and time-consuming. These 
are some of the reasons I decided to look into an 
alternative and cheaper way to obtain some images with 
less effort. After experimenting with over 14 different camera models available to 
security agencies, I came up with something rather simple and economical and very 
lightweight. It can even be used on Dobsonian scopes of all sizes. It will work with just 
about any telescope and is easy to use. Some extensive modifications had to be done 
with the specific model I chose which include building a 1.25” barrel, modifying the 
actual gain of the CCD chip and customizing the wiring involved with video output.

I disassembled the camera and exposed the CCD 
device by removing the lens. I modified the board to 
boost the actual gain of the chip without increasing the 
noise factor. The auto-iris was also modified to 
augment the gain of the video amplifier & to re-match 
the gain of the CCD device which was a Sony CCD 
chip having 0.02 lux sensitivity. This is so far the most 
sensitive device available for video work. It has a 

black & white resolution of 420 lines. The chip is also covered with an optical window 
to seal the chip. Its size is 520 x 492 and measures a full one-third of an inch! With a 
chip of this size, it is easy to use with a telescope of any size. Since the electronics are 
fully automatic, such as the auto-iris & auto-gain, the best way to reduce its gain is to 
use an aperture stopper on the telescope. This is by far the best way to obtain better 
resolution without saturating the chip. Other companies offer video cameras with 
manual adjustments on their models. In this case, I found that reducing the gain 
manually does not reduce the pixel saturation. Therefore, stopping or controlling the 
amount of light entering the telescope with a 
home-made aperture stopper will reduce or 
eliminate pixel saturation. It requires a little bit 
more effort, but the results are well worth it.

Building such a camera doesn’t cost very 
much. You need a 1.25” chrome tube (a 
plumbing fixture made out of brass works 
well), some commercial cement to bond the 

tube to the case of the camera, and some 
electronics skills. The cost? The camera was

"First light” o f Rock's CCD camera
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$189 (all prices in Canadian dollars), the 1.25” tube was $6, the cement glue was also 
$6, and the extra electronic parts were $15. The total cost was $248.40 including 
taxes!

The camera can be used live with a monitor, through a VCR, or with a frame- 
grabber like Snappy. The camera works wonders on the Sun with a solar filter on the 
scope and it will see in white light and infra-red too! It works wonders on the Moon 
and it excels on planets; it will see stars as faint as magnitude 12 or dimmer. The only 
limit to this camera is your imagination and your skill to use such a device. And the 
best part is that it weighs only about 4 ounces and its size is as big as a wristwatch!

If anyone is interested in such a camera, I will build it for you at no cost in labour. 
I have made several models totaling about $225 each including a power supply and all 
connectors. For more photographs of the camera that this article describes, visit the 
following webpage on the OAOG website:

members.home.net/astronomy/ccd.htm 
My apologies to Rock for misplacing this article some months ago. — Ed

Status of the Centre’s 10” Newtonian Al Seaman
F.L.O. Observatory Chair

The Centre’s 10” Newtonian includes:

1. The optical tube assembly complete with focuser, parabolic mirror, 
diagonal mirror and Telrad finder;

2. German equatorial mount; and

3. A metal and concrete pier that has been on-site at F.L.O. for a long time, 
but not recognized earlier as a component of this telescope system.

The equatorial mount is in need of a complete overhaul. It is also very heavy and 
suitable only as a permanent mount inside some sort of observatory. Ultimately, we 
need a suitable observatory to house the pier, the German mount, and the telescope 
permanently attached to the mount. It is going to take time and resources to reach this 
goal.

In the interim the best approach is to put the optical tube assembly to use as a 
portable telescope. That is, to provide it with some sort of portable base, and to store 
both the base and the OTA in the clubhouse at F.L.O. They could then be set up 
outside as needed by qualified key holders, and returned to the clubhouse at the end of 
observations. It is not an ideal arrangement, but it is a temporary solution that is better 
than continuing to store the telescope in a member’s basement where it is not available 
for use.

The form of portable base could be a Dobsonian base if we can find a member 
willing to build or loan such a base. Alternately, I have a spare Meade Starfinder
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equatorial mount that I am prepared to loan for this purpose for as long as necessary. It 
has been tested with the telescope, and it is robust enough to handle the telescope, 
while still being light enough for portable use.

The optical tube assembly has also been checked out. The main mirror mount is 
fine but the diagonal mirror mount was sloppy and would not maintain alignment. 
This has been refurbished. The focuser seems to be working well. The surfaces of both 
mirrors were inspected and found to be in serious need of re-aluminizing. Although 
there are many places where the aluminum has completely disappeared, to my 
untrained eye, it does not appear that the underlying glass surface has been etched. 
The telescope was given a quick star test on the Meade mount earlier in the fall, and 
seems to work quite well.

Advice at this point is to get the mirrors re-surfaced before putting the telescope 
into regular use. In use it is inevitable that some dewing of the mirror surfaces will 
occur, and with the aluminum in its current state this could quickly lead to etching of 
the glass. In that case, the mirror would need polishing and re-figuring. As a further 
check on the state of the mirrors, they were passed to Doug George for a careful check. 
His opinion is that the glass surfaces are fine but the aluminum does need to be 
replaced.

The advice of Peter Ceravolo is that Moonward Vacuum Coatings of Sudbury is 
probably our best source for re-aluminizing the mirrors. Their workmanship is good, 
and pricing is competitive. For both mirrors the cost would be $100 for protected 
aluminum, or $150 for enhanced and protected aluminum.

The Ottawa Centre Council is considering the available options. — Ed.

RASC Seeks National Journal Editor Brian McCullough
President, Ottawa Centre

National RASC President Randy Attwood has put 
out a call across the Society for a volunteer with good 
writing and organizational skills to fill the position of 
“Editor-in-Chief" of the RASC Journal. The current 
editor, David Turner, has expressed an interest in 
stepping down from the position he has held for the 
past six years.

The position of Editor-in-Chief (which was 
changed from Editor at the October National Council 
meeting) involves overseeing the development and 
production of the Journal. According to Randy 
Attwood, “There may be writing and editing 
involved, as well as making decisions on the direction 
the publication takes. The Editor-in-Chief is expected
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to maintain the excellent quality of the Journal, and ensure it is produced on time and 
within budget.”

The position is 100 percent voluntary (as is the Observer’s Handbook Editor 
position), but working with the Journal Editor-in-Chief will be the Associate Editor 
(Research Section), the Associate Editor (Popular Section), the Production Manager 
and various columnists. The Editor-in-Chief is an appointed officer of the Society and 
is expected to report to National Council at its meetings (for which financial travel 
assistance is provided).

There is no question that a job like this entails a significant amount of work. 
Having earned my living as a production editor for the past 15 years or so, I know 
first-hand the complexities involved in producing a major publication. But I also know 
that, when done well, editing a journal or newsletter can “pay back” big time in terms 
of personal satisfaction. In a workforce where so many of us rarely get to see a finished 
product, there is a sweet sense of fulfillment in being able to push a finalized piece of 
work out the door.

This opportunity represents a rare chance to step up your involvement in the 
RASC with an activity that reaches out directly to every member of the Society. If you 
think you have the skills and the time to take on this important position, I encourage 
you to contact the Chairman of the Nominations Committee, Doug George (an Ottawa 
Centre member), at dgeorge@ cyanogen.on.ca. It could be the beginning of a 
wonderful experience.

Superior Planet Occultations Brian Stokoe
Here is a list of upcoming occultations of the superior planets by the Moon over 

the next decade. The contact times were determined using Starry Night and Voyager II 
astronomy software with the “observer” located in Ottawa. The first three times are 
given in Eastern Standard Time while the last two are in Eastern Daylight Time. 1st 
contact is the time when the Moon first “contacts” or begins covering the planet; 2nd 
contact is when the Moon has completely occulted the planet; 3rd contact is when the 
planet first “peeks out” on the other side of the Moon; and 4th contact is when the 
Moon no longer occults the planet.

Planet Date Moon 1st 2nd 3rd 4th TZ Alt/Az at
age(d) contact contact contact contact mid-occultation

Saturn Nov. 3 0 , 2001 15 19:52:36 19:53:55 20:45:02 20:46:53 EST 40°/101°

Saturn Feb. 20, 2002 8 19:29:58 19:31:37 20:30:22 20:32:30 EST 58°/225°

Jupiter Dec. 7, 2004 25 3:57:19 3:58:31 5:01:43 5:03:01 EST 23°/124°

Neptune June 2 3 , 2008 19 4:03:15 4:03:20 5:23:14 5:23:20 EDT 31°/180°

Neptune Sept 12, 2008 12 20:57:49 20:57:56 22:02:29 22:02:36 EDT 26°/ 153°
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Centre Library News Rob McCallum
Ottawa Centre Librarian

I am pleased to report that the book library, after being out of service since the 
summer, opened again for business at the January meeting. Unfortunately, we only 
have about half the books in our new bookcase, but this is not as much of a problem as 
you might think -  the great majority of loans are books we’ve obtained in the last ten 
years, and all these books are on the shelf. I also selectively chose older books that 
remain popular (Burnham’s, Norton’s, etc.). Virtually all the books in storage are ones 
that haven’t been signed out for a decade or more; these reside with our fearless 
AstroNotes editor and can be obtained on request.

The reopening means that books people have been holding onto for a while can 
now be returned. Thanks for your patience.

I have a number of new books that are duplicates of those we have in the library; 
these were obtained through donations. I would like to sell these. The prices are 
approximately 50% of what these would cost to buy at our Sky Publishing discounted 
prices, with the exception of the two used books which are priced at 75% off the 
estimated cost. See me at the February meeting or call me at (613) 225-3167.

Don’t forget that Sky and Telescope and Astronomy magazine subscriptions can 
be obtained at a discount through the Ottawa Centre. I send in magazine orders every 
month. See me after meetings or call me as above. The next book order to Sky 
Publishing will be in June.

January 7th, 2000
I have been a bit tied up with activities other than RASC, and as a result I am a bit 

late in getting out an update. My apologies for that. On the plus side there have been 
no real problems, and not much to report.

With the arrival of winter, access to the site becomes an issue. Again this year we 
will continue with the practice of snow clearance started last year. That is, we will 
plough the road once a month at some point just before the new Moon when the 
weather forecast is for favourable skies (subject to a maximum budget of $200). With 
luck this should keep the access road passable all winter, with assured access when 
conditions are best. It did work pretty well last winter.

One winter problem is the shifting of the clubhouse foundation as the ground 
freezes, causing the door frame to distort and making the lock difficult to close. 
Yesterday Geoff Meek and David Lauzon called me to report that the lock would not 
close at all when they left the night before. At noon yesterday I shimmed up the striker 
plate of the lock a bit so that it now closes easily. Hopefully that will be sufficient to

F.L.O. Update Al Seaman
F.L.O. Observatory Chair
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see it through the winter, and also with luck it will not be so much adjustment that it 
creates a problem when things settle back to normal in the spring. If there is a repeat 
of this problem, or any other kind of problem, please call me quickly about it (256- 
1155). As in this case, prompt notification means a quicker response.

Another winter practice that people should now observe is to leave the telescope 
drive power turned on, but the RA Drive switch turned off. You will see the lights on 
the drive controller on, but the RA motor should be quiet. This keeps a bit of heat in 
the controller, and is a bit easier on electronic components in extreme cold.

January 17th, 2000
Since the last report we have had a very small snowfall and a lot of high winds 

and very cold weather. The net effect of it all is that the access road to F.L.O. is quite 
passable, except that caution should be observed on the hill at the entrance gate, which 
is still ice covered and slippery.

January 27th, 2000
We have had a light fall of snow in the past couple of days, but it is looking clear 

for a bit.

The gate at F.L.O. has been shoveled out, along with the pathway at the 
observatory. The road in is packed down, and no problem for driving. Unfortunately, 
the weather continues to be very cold and breezy.

Speaking of cold and breezy, that is the way it was last Thursday night, the night 
of the lunar eclipse. There were not many eclipse watchers at the site that night — just 
Geoff Meek, Rick Wagner and myself. It may have had something to do with the cold 
and the marginal appearance of the sky. Although it was quite hazy up until about 10 
p.m. at F.L.O., as soon as the eclipse began, it started clearing up, and was quite clear 
for the whole event. A good evening was had by all. I gather Ottawa observers did not 
make out so well.

All seems in good shape at F.L.O. at the moment, and as we approach the dark 
phase of the Moon, dress warmly and good luck with your observations.

Cosmological Trivia Corner François Kupo

How would you go about [communicating with] Proxima Centauri 
in a way that would get a message across well before 2003?

Ottawa Centre member Mr. Harold Battersby sent me a letter detailing his answer 
to this question, complete with the time dilation formula for skeptical readers:

To get the message to Proxima Centauri before 2003, we have to send it 
two years ago (in 1998). Of course, this requires a time machine which is 
just as impossible as so-called "sub-space radio.”
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The main trouble with time machines is that they violate the laws of 
causation. You can go “fast forward” but you can’t go back.

A better way to deliver the message on time is to take advantage of the time 
dilation formula, namely:

t = t0 √ 1 - (v/c)2
If we could travel there (or send a robot) at 86.6 percent of the speed of 
light, we could cut our journey’s length of time in half. It would take 5.2 years 
to travel 4½  light years, but that’s just 2.6 years of spaceship time. Thus we 
could arrive at Proxima Centauri before the end of 2002 (on our calendar in 
the spaceship). Who cares what year it is on Earth?

Unfortunately we won’t get the message back to Earth before 2010. Our 
friends might not have waited for us!

Yours faithfully,
Harold Battersby

As he predicts, Harold will be arriving at Proxima Centauri by the end of 2002 
(his time), and so he wins the coveted Trivia Corner prize for this month! Thankfully, 
I won’t have to get it to him before he arrives back on Earth sometime in the middle of 
the 2010s (our time) so I’m off the hook for now. Thank you very much for your 
response, and bon voyage!

This Month’s Recipe

How many Jupiters do you need to 
mix together to make a star?

I love recipes, and in light of the minus-20 degree C weather we’ve been having, 
we need a second Sun. I believe I know the answer to the question but I will also be 
looking it up officially in case I am called on it next month. Email your answers to 
kupo@storm.ca and you can be part of the Great Jupiter Bake-Off!

Ottawa Centre Bulletin Board

Announcing the RASC 2000 General Assembly, and a Call For Papers
The General Assembly of the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada is held 

annually to discuss the business and direction of the Society. As part of this gathering, 
it is traditional to hold sessions at which members of the Society and other interested 
participants may present papers on interesting aspects of their endeavours in the field 
of astronomy.

The Assembly will be held in Winnipeg on the grounds of the University of 
Manitoba. We are also pleased to announce that Steve Edberg of the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory will be one of the keynote speakers. Other speakers are being planned. The
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Assembly is open to members of the RASC and interested non-members of the 
astronomical community. Accommodation and other facilities are available at the 
University of Manitoba. Paper sessions will be held on the morning and afternoon of 
Saturday, July 1st. A CCD seminar will be held on the morning of Sunday, July 2nd.

Individual presentations will be limited to 15 minutes with an additional 5 
minutes for questions and set-up. Presentations may be made using overhead slides, 
photographic slides, or computer presentations (an LCD projector and laptop computer 
will be available). A connection to the Internet may be made available if there is 
sufficient demand. Presentation time at the CCD seminar is limited to four to six 
speakers limited to a time of 20 to 30 minutes each. Those participants with computer 
presentations may bring their material on floppy disk, CD-ROM, or 100 MB Zip disk. 
Downloads via the Internet or via email can be arranged.

Suggested topics for papers include recent observational works and visual, 
photographic or electronic studies including:

• Eclipses •
• Variable stars
• Studies of asteroids, especially •

their brightness variations and 
positions •

• Nebulae, clusters, galaxies and •
other deep-sky objects •

• Planetary studies
• Comets •
• Exotic subjects such as quasars •

Suggested topics for the CCD seminar include:

• Data reduction and processing • High resolution observations
• Innovative studies • Equipment and observational aids

Prizes will be awarded for the best papers. Abstracts can be submitted via an 
online form at www.rasc.ca/ga2000/papers.html or can also be filed via e-mail 
to jander@cc.umanitoba.ca or via snail-mail at Jay Anderson, 189 Kingsway 
Ave, Winnipeg, MB, R3M 0G4, Canada; telephone: (204) 474-1485.

The GA folks would like to receive abstracts no later than June 1st, 2000. — Ed.

Topics in the history of Canadian 
or international astronomy 
Equipment design and 
observational innovation 
Software
Data reduction techniques 
Education and public awareness of 
astronomy
Meteorites and meteors 
Dark sky promotion

Come and set it! Dept.

Starry Night CD-ROM for Macintosh
Starry Night Mac CD-ROM available free for the taking to anyone who wants it. 

Call Frank Bayerl at (613) 238-7036 or email frank.bayerl@pwgsc.gc.ca.
I'm willing to bet this notice won't run next month! — Ed.
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Online Universe Dept.

Michael Wirths’ Websites of the Month
I found a good website on observing deep sky objects: Skyhound. Every month it 

notes a few suggested objects for viewing along with finder charts and eyepiece 
impressions. January’s In the Eyepiece column covered Hubble’s Variable Nebula 
(NGC 2261) which is a very interesting object that could easily be mistaken for a 
comet. Here's the URL:

www.skyhound.com/sh/skyhound.html 
Ray Cash’s site has a superb primer on observing Hickson galaxy groups: 

members.aol.com/anonglxy/hickson.htm

Ottawa Centre members’ August 11th, 1999 Solar Eclipse Photographs Online
• Peter Manson: www3.sympatico.ca/pmanson/eclipse.htm
• Paul Mortfield: www.backyardastronomer.com/eclipse99

Visit the RASC Webring
If you are an RASC member and maintain a personal web site, why not join your 

fellow members in our online community? Visit members.home.net/astroring.

Request Dept.

Abrasives Wanted
I’m looking for abrasives (600 and M305 emery), rouge and burgundy pitch, to 

finish a 10” mirror. I’d appreciate information on Canadian sources or local ATM’s 
who can spare some of their own materials. I also have a new 1¼” focuser and used 6” 
mirror cell for sale or trade. Please contact Hugo Kneve at (613) 835-2487 or e-mail 
h.kneve@telesat.ca.

Looking for a “Gunsight”
I am looking for a device that Edmund Scientific used to sell a number of years 

ago. It is called an “N-3C Gunsight, Edmund part no. 70774” or an “N-3B Gunsight, 
part no. 70806.” Edmund no longer sells it. You can modify it to act as a bench 
collimator as it comes with a neat 1/10th radian reticle. If anyone has one to spare 
please call Barry at (613) 829-5251 evenings or during the day at (613) 992-3048 or 
email barrymat@comnet.ca. I will gladly pay for one.

Goods, Services, and Advertisements Dept.

For Sale: 8” Schmidt-Cassegrain
Dynamax Schmidt-Cassegrain 8” telescope, complete with heavy-duty tripod, 

hard shell case, Teleview diagonal (brand-new), 25mm eyepiece, 8x50 Viewfinder,
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brand-new Thousand Oaks Type 2+ solar filter, owner’s manual, A/C dual-tracking 
motors. Contact Rock Mallin at (613) 749-7592 or email adave@cyberus.ca or visit 
the OAOG website at members.home.net/observers-group.

For Sale: Meade 216XT CCD Camera
Meade CCD camera/auto-guider 216XT, complete, with optional aluminum 

carrying case, with two versions of operating software, optional Meade Epoch 2000IP 
image processing software, all manuals. Contact Rock Mallin at (613) 749-7592 or 
email adave@cyberus.ca.

For Sale: Celestron C5+
Celestron C5+, 5” f/10 Schmidt-Cassegrain. Excellent optics 

with Starbright coating. Weighs only 23 lbs. (including wedge) and is 
very portable. Comes with 5x24 finderscope, hand-controller for 
astrophotography, star diagonal, 1.25 visual back, 1.25mm Plössl 
eyepiece. Powered by 9-volt battery which runs for 50 hours. Original 
foam box for storing purposes. Purchased September, 1999 for $1500 
before taxes. Asking $1150.00. Call Serge at (613) 834-0379.

For Sale: 16” M irror
16” ED 4.78 Pyrex Ceravolo mirror, 1.7 times better than diffraction limited, with 

interferogram. Call Paul Boltwood at (613) 836-6462, afternoons & evenings.

Opticks
Do you get a headache while using your favourite binoculars? Did you drop them 

in the water, and now you cannot see through them? Do you hear something rattle 
when you shake the binoculars?

If you can answer yes! to any of these questions, or have questions about 
binoculars, telescopes or any other optical instrument, call OPTICKS (Barry 
Matthews) at (613) 829-5251 for fast and reasonable repairs done locally.

For Sale: Atlas of Finest NGC Objects
Covers 110 FNGC Objects and over 130 other NGC objects on 107 charts. Charts 

are 3 x 4 degrees with limiting magnitude of 12.4. Info on objects is summarized at the 
bottom of each page. Includes 26-page, mag. 7.3 Star Atlas. 145 pages. Messier Atlas. 
Covers all Messier objects. Same format as FNGC Atlas. 140 pages. Both atlases 
available in ‘Correct Image’ and ‘Mirror E/W’ formats. Prices are $20.00 each atlas or 
two for $35.00. For more information, please give Harry Adams a call at (613) 584- 
4804 or email adams@intranet.ca.
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January Centre Meeting Franç ois Kupo
As an experiment in writing meeting reports, the January meeting was recorded 

on audio tape and so this report might seem a little more detailed than usual. I tend to 
provide less detail when a presentation centres on slides, for obvious reasons.

Gary Boyle, the Observers Group Chair, opened the January 7th Ottawa Centre 
meeting with the presentation of a television news report on December’s “bigger and 
brighter” full Moon which included an interview with Councillor Rock Mallin. Gary 
also mentioned that January was the anniversary of Galileo Galilei looking at the 
moons of Jupiter for the first time through his own telescope. Gary also announced 
that the Centre library was reopened. Hurrah!

Paul Comision was up next to present this month’s Cutting Edge o f Astronomy. 
Paul spoke about dark matter, the existence of which was first postulated in the 1930s 
by Fred Zwicky. He had investigated galaxies and clusters of galaxies, finding that 
they did not seem to harbour enough visible matter to bind themselves together. As 
well, the galaxies seemed to be rotating at velocities that were beyond what the visible 
stars would account for by their gravity. There had to be dark, invisible matter in these 
systems to account for these discrepancies. People today are still guessing as to what 
dark matter is made of. Now, two Dutch astronomers say that dark matter might be 
ordinary molecular hydrogen (H2, two hydrogen atoms bonded together forming a 
molecule) which is very difficult to detect. They detected huge amounts of relatively 
warm molecular hydrogen in NGC 891, a galaxy roughly 30 million light-years away 
in the constellation of Andromeda. It isn’t known at this point if other galaxies will 
show the same amounts of hydrogen (the satellite that detected the hydrogen was 
operating at the limits of its capabilities). The hydrogen was detected in the disk of the 
NGC 891 and not in its halo; the astronomers believe that this hydrogen alone can 
account for enough of the ‘missing mass’ of such galaxies and no dark matter is 
required to be present in their haloes. Paul cautioned the audience to wait and see as 
more observations come in before jumping to conclusions, but he was confident that 
this was “the thin edge of the wedge,” where we were seeing perhaps the beginning of 
the final phase of discovering the answer to the dark matter question.

Les MacDonald and Joseph Dafoe, founders of Amateur Meteor Observers in the 
1960s and past Ottawa Centre members, spoke about their November Leonids trip. On 
invitation of friends at the Eastern Mediterranean University, they went to the 
northern part of Cyprus to watch the Leonids maximum this past November. They 
spoke about the history of the area as well as the interesting fact that post-secondary 
education is the number two industry there, with six universities in the area. They 
presented a series of slides of their adventure, including photos of Cyprus as well as 
some good photographs of Leonids. They plan on analyzing all the photographs and 
posting the results on the Internet.

Next, Carmen Rush, our Ottawa Centre historian, spoke about Nicolaus 
Copernicus. He was bom in Poland on February 19th, 1473. Nicolaus was one of four
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children. At 18, Nicolaus was sent to the University of Krakow, which was one of the 
best universities of the day and best known for its astronomy program; there, he was 
given special attention by his professors. Astronomical theories of the day preferred 
the earth-centred approach, and Copernicus with his doubting mind began to question 
such traditional theories. In 1492 Copernicus moved to the University of Bologna to 
continue his studies. A friendship formed between Copernicus and the leading 
professor of astronomy there. In 1497 the two men witnessed an occultation of 
Aldebaran by the Moon. This was the first recorded observation by Copernicus. He 
was asked to give frequent lectures on astronomy. Copernicus was also studying law 
and medicine; he completed his law studies but not his medicine studies yet he became 
an excellent doctor. In 1511 he recorded an eclipse of the Moon and made notes on the 
movements of Mars. He began writing a book named “Commentariolus” which 
claimed the Ptolemaic theory was wrong: he suggested that the Sun was the centre of 
the universe and that the orbits of the planets around the Sun were circular, that the 
Earth revolved around its poles every 24 hours, and he wrote the correct order of the 
planets: Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. In 1512 he moved to 
Frombork where he spent most of the rest of his life. Being a theorist he began writing 
his most well-known work. However, he was forced to become a military organizer 
because of the rising threat of invasion by the Teutonic Knights. By 1520 Frombork 
was occupied but by 1525 the Knights were defeated. Copernicus then resumed work 
on his book. Carmen ended her talk by noting that the second part of his life story will 
be presented at the next meeting. My thanks to Carmen for providing me with her 
notes of her presentation.

Denis Legault, Ottawa Centre Astrophotography Coordinator, spoke about the 
total lunar eclipse scheduled for January 20th. It will be the only total lunar eclipse 
until 2003 for Ottawa residents. The January 20th eclipse will occur when the Moon 
will be almost due south and therefore high in the sky, corresponding to the position of 
the Sun on July 20th. Denis presented a series of slides to explain to the audience the 
various technical details of how to photograph the eclipse. He spoke about the speeds 
of films to use and the exposure times while displaying the results of such settings in 
his own astrophotographs of past lunar eclipses. If you have any questions about 
astrophotography, feel free to contact Denis Click! Legault.

J. Peter Williams, our Astronomy Day Coordinator, gave a presentation on his 
ongoing Millennium Project. People are familiar with robotic telescopes which are 
available throughout the world through the Internet that allow people to use the scopes 
for their own observing sessions. However, these robotic telescopes do not allow you to 
observe in real-time. When the Ottawa Centre put out a call for Millennium Projects, 
Peter put together a proposal for a real-time “smart” telescope to be based in our 
region. At the same time, a gentleman in Kanata was also working on a similar 
proposal that he was making to the City of Kanata. The City contacted Peter and told 
him about the person who was making the proposal and said that they would need help 
with it. Peter let them know about his own project that he had proposed to the Ottawa 
Centre, and it was realized that the two projects should be combined. In December the
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Ottawa Centre Council agreed to get involved in the project. The basic premise is to 
have an 8” or 10” telescope installed somewhere in the city of Kanata. Access to the 
telescope would be through the Internet and in real-time; that is, you would log onto 
the website, select some observational target, and the scope would perform the 
observation and display the result on-screen for you. Peter said that there are going to 
be a lot of challenges to tackle and so they needed a lot of people’s help. Hopefully by 
the end of January they will have had their kickoff meeting with a lot of the members 
from the Ottawa Centre that have volunteered their time for this project. The project 
will take about six to eight months to complete. For more details, you can contact Peter 
directly, as well as refer to his December 1999 AstroNotes article.

Glenn LeDrew, the Centre’s Telescope Training & Comet Coordinator, made a 
presentation on how optics in telescopes actually work. Nature has given our eyes just 
enough resolution to make the most use of the aperture that our eyes are working at. 
When we go into the dark, our pupils dilate to an average aperture of 7mm. The 
density of the receptors at the back of the retina is just right to take advantage of this 
aperture. If you were to perform an experiment in which you would make a small hole 
1 millimetre in diameter on a piece of cardboard and you would hold it up to your eye, 
the image that you would see would be slightly dim and fuzzy. What you’re seeing is 
the effect of the diffraction of light that occurs due to the small aperture. With a larger 
pinhole, things will appear sharp. The value of 1 millimetre is thus the threshold 
where sharpness tends to drop off. This has implications for how we use a telescope. 1 
millimetre corresponds to 1/30th of an inch, and with your 1x (one-power) eyeball, 
common wisdom states that magnifications beyond 30x per inch of aperture brings you 
into the realm of “empty magnification”: you can keep enlarging the image but it just 
gets blurrier and blurrier. When the exit pupil of your eyepiece gets down to less than 
1 millimetre, your view becomes soft or blurry, no matter how good the optics are in 
your telescope. A telescope is really just a way to augment our eye’s light-gathering 
ability. The more light you gather, the higher the magnification you can use. The 
telescope collects light and funnels it into a much smaller diameter which leaves the 
eyepiece and enters your eye. Your eye actually focuses this light onto your retina. If 
you use a very low-power eyepiece, you can perhaps generate an exit pupil of 10mm. If 
your pupil diameter is 5mm and the exit pupil of the telescope is this 10mm, you are 
effectively only using half of the telescope’s aperture. That’s all right if your objective 
was to get the biggest possible field of view, but when viewing stars, using the scope’s 
full aperture is an important consideration, especially when looking for fainter stars. If 
you are looking at stars at low-power through the telescope, the background is a very 
noticeable grey even on the darkest night, and the stars won’t contrast well against this 
background. When you go to higher powers, that background light becomes dimmer 
but the point-source stars remain just as bright, so the fainter stars appear much 
brighter against the darker background. Planets and nebulae, however, are not points 
of light and thus you need a different approach. As you zoom in and increase the 
magnification when you are looking at a fuzzy nebula, the background is getting
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dimmer but so is the nebula. So you cannot use high powers to look at objects, but you 
should use high powers when looking for fainter stars.

At the end of this topic, Glenn covered his favorite subject (in response to a 
question): binoculars. He said that nature intended us to use both of our eyes when we 
observe and it can make a large difference. When you’re using two eyes, you are 
increasing the signal-to-noise ratio and this allows your brain to filter out more of the 
noise (a third or even a fourth eyeball would greatly enhance this further, surely! — 
Ed.). That’s just the way your eyes were designed work.

Pierre Martin, your Ottawa Centre Meteors Coordinator, spoke about the meteor 
showers we can expect in 2000. We are currently in a “quiet period,” from late January 
to April, as far as the “major” showers are concerned. The next major shower will be 
the Eta Aquarids in early May. Conditions will be favourable as that night will be 
moonless. The Southern Delta Aquarids in late July and the Ursids in late December 
are also on moonless nights. Unfortunately, the Lyrids in July, Perseids in August, 
Orionids in October, Leonids in November, and the Geminids in December won’t be 
so lucky. This will be a fairly “difficult” year for these showers because of interference 
from the Moon on those nights. However, even with a bright quarter-Moon shining 
near Leo on November 17th, it will still be worth looking at the Leonids since the peak 
is scheduled to hit when eastern North America is facing into the shower.

As Meteor Coordinator, Pierre said he is interested in organizing training sessions 
for RASC members who wish to observe meteors, probably starting sometime in the 
spring. Interested folks should contact Pierre via email at p .martin@cyberus.ca.

The meeting came to an end with our Hospitality Coordinators Anne and Art 
Fraser supplying coffee, pop and the other goodies as the membership mixed, chatted 
and dispersed for the night.

Next Meeting of the Ottawa Centre, RASC

We look forward to seeing you at our next Ottawa Centre meeting at the 
National Museum o f Science and Technology at 8:00 p.m. on

Friday, March 3rd, 2000

Clear Skies

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, R.A.S.C. 
136 DUPONT ST.
TORONTO ONT.
M5R 1V2 4 C
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